We are proud to bring you Xandros Desktop 3.0 as this month's Linux Magazine DVD. The Linux Magazine Xandros Desktop 3.0 DVD contains a full, permanent version of Xandros Desktop OS. The DVD also includes many additional applications that are not found with the open circulation version of Xandros.

As a special bonus for Linux Magazine readers, this DVD entitles you to a 50% discount on a Premium subscription to Xandros Networks (XN). XN Premium members receive discounts on Xandros products and special exclusive discounts on Xandros-certified third-party software. You'll also receive guaranteed discounts on future releases and upgrades of Xandros Desktop OS, voting privileges for selecting the next applications available on Xandros Networks, and access to new applications as they are made available.

To purchase a Premium subscription to Xandros Networks, click the Launch menu after you install Xandros Desktop OS and select Xandros Networks. After XN launches, select the Shop option from the menu on the left side of the screen. An array of third-party applications will appear, along with information on how you can purchase a Premium subscription to XN. Click on the Premium Member photo and then select Buy Now. Enter the coupon code 9ik23cpo when prompted, and you will receive 50% off your purchase of a Premium subscription. Your Premium subscription to XN will be good for one year from the date you purchase the subscription.